The Child Care Center in Norwich

A Place Where Kids Can Be Kids
July 2017

Holiday Closing
The Child Care Center will be
closed on Tuesday, July 4th,
in celebration of
Independence Day.
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Classroom Updates

Nursery
Thank you to everyone who attended Field Day, we had a great time. Please remember to
remove all shoes upon arrival and wash your hands and your child’s hands upon arrival.
We have been doing a lot of climbing lately using the gym mats. We soon will be planting
cucumbers, carrots, tomatoes and beans in our garden. Everett and Karla recently tilled
the solid in preparation for planting. Hooray for summertime! If you happen to be at the
Howe Library in Hanover during July you will see your child’s artwork featured. The
children practiced holding and using markers in “Marker Art”. A big thank you to Orla and
her family for the donation of toys and clothes to the Nursery. Happy birthday to Margaret,
who turns two on July 18th and to Roxana, who turns two on July 19th.
Karla, Cindy, & Tom

Orange Room
Hooray! It’s finally summer and we’ve been able to spend lots of time outside on the BIG
playground. We’ve eaten lunch outside a few times too. As the interest in creating
collections continues, we are expanding our seed collection. We have an apricot, a plum
and a mango seed to add to the collection. We would like to see how many different kinds
of seeds we can find. The Orange Roomers created some amazing Father’s Day art.
After they painted a painting, they framed it with a specially decorated frame. Each one
signed their own painting on the back and practiced saying “Happy Father’s Day”! We are
planning to go strawberry picking soon. We will go to Edgewater Farm, then have a picnic
lunch at the Fore-U playground. Maybe even an ice cream too! One last thing . . . Liam
will be moving to the Yellow Room in July. We are sad to see him leave the Orange Room
but glad to know we will see him every day!
Karen
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Red Room
The summer weather has arrived, please feel free to bring in a bathing suit and a towel
as it is now sprinkler season. We have planted our green beans and we are very
excited about how much they have grown, we all take turns watering them. We are
spending a lot of time outside. We enjoy running around, riding bikes and trying to
catch bugs. Shelly and I continue to check the children for ticks daily, we encourage
parents to check their child at the end of the day. Please remember to bring in sun
screen if you haven’t already. Also, a big thank you to all the families who were able to
join us for Field Day. It was great to see and visit with all of you.
Shelly & Julie

Yellow Room
June was a busy month for us in the Yellow Room! We said goodbye to many friends,
and are looking forward to greeting new friends in July. We would like to give a big,
warm, Yellow Room welcome to Nora and Liam! The deck garden has been coming
along, thanks to the donation of soil and compost from the Loomis’. The children all
enjoyed transferring their squash and green beans while getting dirty in the soil. We
would also like to give a great big thank you to our Yellow Room families who helped
chaperone our trip to Cedar Circle Farm on the 14th. What a fun day exploring dinosaur
kale, strawberries, and riding the wagon! Thanks to all who made the trip possible.
Happy Birthday to Moriah who will be 4 on July 25th! As always, make sure to supply
your child with a water bottle as we have been spending a lot of time on the playground.
Speaking of the playground, we often use our sprinkler on hot days so please be sure to
provide your child with a change of clothes in his/her bucket or bathing suit.
Jodie & Britny
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Blue Room
Thank you all for helping us celebrate a fantastic field day, we had such a great turn out!
On July 20th we will be celebrating National Moon Day, this is commemorating the day
man first walked on the moon in 1969. We will be learning, crafting, and reading stories all
about the moon.
You’ll see there is a folder on the bulletin board outside of the Blue Room labeled, “Parent
Handouts”, we will be printing out one to two articles each month. These articles are for
you to take at your convenience, please let us know if these are constructive or not or if
you have topic requests!
As a summer reminder, please make sure you are doing tick checks each night before
bed. In most cases, ticks must be attached for at least 36 hours before Lyme disease can
be transmitted. We are more than happy to apply bug spray during outdoor play to help
prevent against ticks.
Emily & Eleanor

Positive Parenting: How to Encourage Good Behavior
Whether it’s sneaking a snack before dinner, refusing to finish up a video game, or whining
all the way to the mall, misbehaving is an inevitable part of childhood. It’s no secret that
effective parenting involves knowing how to respond when kids act up and steering clear
of meltdown situations. It also means setting limits so kids know when they are crossing
the line between acceptable and unacceptable behavior.
“The gentlest way to set limits is to establish routines and rules so that children know
what’s expected of them,” says Pamela C. High, M.D., FAAP, and director of
developmental-behavioral pediatrics at Hasbro Children’s/Rhode Island Hospital in
Providence. “When children are young, the easiest kinds of limits to set are the ones about
safety, like ‘Don’t touch the stove’ and ‘Hold my hand when you cross the street.’”
Good Rules, Good Rewards
As kids get older and the situations they face become more varied, parents tend to have
more ambivalence about rules, says Dr. High, who is also a professor of clinical pediatrics
at Brown University’s Medical School. Nonetheless, rules about no TV until homework is
done and being in pajamas and ready for bed by 8:15 on school nights has a way of
warding off conflict.
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“Children want to know the boundaries and what the rules are,” says Dennis
Vickers, M.D., FAAP, chairman of pediatrics at Sinai Children’s Hospital in Chicago.
“Discipline is really more about guiding children toward positive behavior than it is
about punishment.”
Both pediatricians recommend adopting a parenting style that encourages and
recognizes good behavior with words, smiles, and hugs. They also urge parents to
get in the habit of catching their children doing things right.
“Noticing and complimenting kids for hanging up their jackets, setting the table, and
keeping a baby brother amused while you cook supper reinforces the types of
positive behavior you want to see again and again,” says Dr. High.
Quality Time
In spite of busy lifestyles, it’s also important to spend quality parent-child time
together each day. “Even if it’s only five, 10, or 15 minutes, children are looking for
attention and need some special time,” says Dr. Vickers. Even when the number of
spare minutes in your day is scarce, remember that quality time “… goes a long
way in keeping children from using negative behavior to get your attention.” Family
meals and bedtime stories are ideal opportunities for parents and children to catch
up and connect in positive ways. “But doing different things on different days works,
too,” acknowledges Dr. High. The point is to be focused on your child, which can
happen whether the two of you are chatting during a walk to the store, making
dinner together, playing a board game, or high-fiving each other after a soccer
match.
Ultimately, the best way to encourage good behavior is to lay the groundwork early
by being a good role model and demonstrating a consistent, loving approach to
discipline. It’s also important to have patience and maintain a flexible attitude,
because there are always going to be times when kids are being annoying but not
really doing any harm. And, as Dr. Vickers points out, “It’s okay to let little things
stay little things.”
Discipline No-Nos for Parents
No hitting or spanking. Physical force hurts and teaches kids that violence is an acceptable way to
show anger and solve problems. The American Academy of Pediatrics strongly opposes striking a
child.
No labels. A child may exhibit “bad behavior,” but a child should not be called a “bad boy” or a “bad
girl.”
No unreasonable expectations. Expect your child to test limits, and recognize that it is your job as
a parent to consistently (and as calmly as possible) teach consequences. Avoid situations that invite
meltdowns and keep your child’s age, temperament, and maturity level in mind as you go through the
course of the day. If, for example, you know your child is tired and hungry, then don’t expect perfect
behavior at the supermarket.
No idle threats. Don’t render yourself ineffective by saying things like, “I won’t buy you a toy if you
don’t stop whining,” only to give in and buy the toy later. Kids quickly learn that you’re not true to your
word, and will take advantage by not complying with your requests.
Avoid inconsistencies. You may feel one way, your spouse might feel another way, but back each
other up in your child’s presence. Then, discuss your different approaches privately. “When you don’t
present a united front, children figure it out very quickly and capitalize on it,” says Pamela C. High,
M.D., FAAP, and director of developmental-behavioral pediatrics at Hasbro Children’s/Rhode Island
Hospital in Providence.
This article was featured in Healthy Children Magazine.
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